Monday (This week read chapters 16 – 20 on the Ickabog website)
Word Wheel
Find the nine letter word and as many words as you can.
Word Ladder
Change one letter each time until you get from FACE to TUSK

Questions
1. How would you describe Flapoon’s attitude when he came in to notify Spittleworth that the
king was in bed?
2. What does the word concealed mean?

3. What significance could the line which was quite unmarked have in the rest of the story?
Synonyms and Antonyms
Fill in the gaps for two different versions.
One with synonyms and one with antonyms.

Tuesday
Word Wheel
Find the nine letter word and as many words as you can.
Word Ladder

Chapter 17
Questions
1. Explain the meaning of the words travel-stained.

2. Explain why the silence had a cold, heavy quality.

3. In the final paragraph, what is the veiled threat that Spittleworth says to keep the remaining
soldiers on side?

Activity

You are to write an advert inviting the public to the firing squad execution of Beamish and
the two other soldiers.
Things to consider in your advert:
-

Details of location and time.
Why they should come.
What the men are guilty of.
Any other details (perhaps refreshments and souvenirs available or price of entry)

Wednesday
Word Wheel
Find the nine letter word and as many words as you can.
Word Ladder

Chapter 18
Questions

1. How can you tell Herringbone came to speak to Spittleworth immediately after
hearing of the stories that were circulating?
2. What is the meaning of the word deplored?
3. What is the meaning of the word farrgo?
4. Explain why the author has compared Herringbone to a wily old fox who waits at a
rabbit hole for his dinner?

5. Why did Spittleworth speak softly to the soldiers?

Activity
To continue the charade of Nobby Buttons existence, you need to create a missing poster so that the
lie is more convincing.
Details you could include:
-

What he looks like.
Where it is believed he went missing and what is believed could of happened to him
What he was doing when he went missing.
Any other information ( reward, contact info if seen etc)

Thursday
Word Wheel
Find the nine letter word and as many words as you can.
Word Ladder

Chapter 19
Questions
1. Why did Spittleworth not believe that Lady Eslanda was thinking about the King’s
popularity?
2. Why does Spittleworth say, “But would you really stoop so low?”
3. Why does Spittlworth decide not to shoot them in the end?
4. Do you think Spittleworth knows straight away who Eslanda’s feelings are for? Why does he
take so long to get to the answer?

Activity
The lie of keeping up the illusion of Nobby Buttons is going to prove to be difficult so Spittlworth
needs to kill him off.
You need to write an obituary detailing the passing of Nobby Buttons.
An obituary is basically a short biography about that person’s achievements.
Things to consider
-

Where they grew up
What they’re known for
Things they achieved
Who they are survived by e.g. wife and children

You can pick out description of Nobby in chapter 16 https://www.theickabog.com/bert-saysgoodbye/

